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The bombs which fell on
pearl Harbor on December 7
and

the eventa which have
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transpired since have already VOL LXVIII
necessitated sweeping changes

Roach Succeds Byrer Kenyon Men Enlist
Semester Spring
TWO GRADS WRITE OF JAP
Recess Shortened
ATTACK ON PEARL HARBOR As Dean of Bexley
For Nations Defense
Dr Corwin C Roach proBy Tom Sawyer Jr and Bill Jenkins
By New Calendar
fessor of Biblical Literature
During the past few weeks

al life and this
is only the beNo
ginning
wi11
where
A
c
these changes
With five
Special to the Collegian passed by censors
cut deeper into
The War has made urgent Kenyon men in Hawaii and one in the Philippines we thought
esta b 1 i s h e d the need for a shortened
you might be interested in a first hand account the censor
practices and course
a
of
to
leading
study
permitting of the action in the islands on Dec 7 In Hawaii
Lradition than
Dec 7 were Cecil Durbin K 38 Air Corps Bob Mitchell
on
degree
especially
for men
in the colleges
Selwyn Jenkins K 31 William Jenkins
39 Air Corps
and universi- who desire a degree before KK 40
Sawyer
Jr K39 In Cavite was Hugh LawTom
and
because entering the armed services
ties
The following is an eye witness acrence K 39 Navy
military Kenyon College
the
BROWN
B
by Sawyer and Bill Jenkins Durseen
as
events
authorities
count
of
r
service period
a better one but they wont
write
could
Mitchell
bin
and
have
conferred
with
heads
the
as fixed by the present draft
talk
jaW cuts one and a half years of other mens colleges who
Breakfast came at 8 am on
cleanly out of the four- year like Kenyon have considered
a
rather cloudy Sunday and
DETAILS
REGISTRATION
period which young men up a three- year program includto
devoted
two of us managed to sit
have
the
to this time
ing summer study
will be a College
their higher education
down to papaya toast and 1 There
Assembly
in Rosse Hall
At
assembly
first
the
of
During the war period
coffee only a few minutes late
on Tuesday January 27
6
1942
GorJan
President
therefore the colleges must
after a rather rough night
at 900 AM Attendance
a nChalmers
manage in some way to offer don Keith
During the meal we noticed
is required
nounced the shortened schedtheir students as adequate an
the pop pop pop of anti- 2 Registration will begin
ule for the coming semester
at 930 AM on Tueseducation as possible before
aircraft but seeing a calm
senwill
day It must be comwhich
many
permit
twenty
age
of
the
reach
they
empty ocean and harbor
on that day Failpleted
to complete their college beyond and below the school
and a half years which is iors
ure to complete registrabefore
work
are
called
they
probably that at which most as well as
tion on Tuesday will reenable students to we took it for granted
young men will be called upon devote more time to summer that it was merely maneuvers
sult as usual in a fine of
five dollars
school and let some work The students left breakfast in
ior service
3
Peirce Hall and the dorstep
to
and
outside
a
hurry
Due to the foresight and longer in industry
will remain
see
mitories
could
We
show
see
the
The new calendar as anenergy of President Chalmers
open in the period bethem staring hard at the sky
assembly
schednounced
in
much
and his colleagues
tween January 24th and
uled Commencement for May in the general direction of
done 11 shortened Spring vacation Pearl Harbor When we joinJanuary 27th Regular
been
ground- work had
tops
will be served
meals
over
we
saw
them
the
ed
before
on a three- year plan
to six days and avoided all
K Chalmers
distGordon
palm
trees
in
of
the
the
7
The Conference mention of Dance Week- End
December
mashedpofluffy
ance
a
full
of
sky
Committee of the faculty had originally scheduled for May tato
clouds peppered
14
Been working on this for six
Howblack
with
AA
Service Enlistment
President Chalmers a n- ever we couldnt bursts
weeks or more and since then
see any tow
nounced Jan 13 that the planes or sleeve targets which
nas been in almost contin
faculty meeting had accepted
Program Announced
uous session
It has been an the plan for a full summer seemed strange Out beyond
Tower which marks
why
Since the question
and delicate and schedule details of which the Aloha
arduous
center of Honolulus
the
somewhat
unpleasant task will be announced very soon waterfront a destroyer was when where and how to join
out the Committee reported Under this plan students who cruising along nothing un- the army now figure importenter in the summer can fin- usual here but as we watch- antly in the thoughts of colto the faculty on December
ish the course and obtain the ed a tremendous spout of wa16 presenting a plan which
bachelors degree in less than ter shot up near it It was lege students the Collegian
herewith lists ways of enlist
will enable Kenyon students three years
probably a depth charge but ing in
the army or navy A
during the period of the war
oexiey CSIEnUdf COTVCiaes
to earn their bachelors decoast artillery was practicing man enlisting in the army serThe faculty of Bexley Hall for the destroyer turned and ves a basic training period of
gree in two years and nine
to approve the shorten- foamed away Slightly bored
months
The faculty voted voted
ed calendar at a meeting the we were turning away when thirteen weeks at the end of
the plan and committees are evening of Jan 12
which time he can apply for
Dean C
now at work ironing out de- C Roach announced that Bex there was a whistling whoosh officers training
The candioverhead something like a
tails preparing schedules and ley will have the same open big tent ripping above us dates for this course are given
making definite plans to put ing and closing dates for the Theyre
shooting awfully aptitude tests and their colthe new program into operat- semester as the college with low
Just
then one of the lege records are investigated
Commencement on May 11 teachers came running out of
ion immediately
as well as their work during
Spring vacation for the sem the dormitory
being the first thirteen weeks They
Were
Elsewhere in this issue is a inary will be during Holy attacked
says
Who
have the opportunity to
more comprehensive
state- Week
Over the radio just now
Other changes in curricu Oh its just practice
ment of the emergency plan
pro- choose the branch of the army
lum include a twelve- week paganda But a student yell- which they prefer and unless
Two needs present themsi n ed out across the campus that branch is
course already begun
already filled
elves immediately first very Trigonometry offered by Prof Listen
on the radio they
Its
are
admitted
much intensified work in the C T Burner for two hours now
On equal standing with the
Admissions department t o credit and a new course in
Like a covey of quail we
by
Physics
offered
Radio
the
men
own
to
our
who have taken the thirthe end that schools parents
scattered
radios
fumbling with teen weeks course are those
and prospective students may Department during the sec I remember
ond semester
mine and cursing because the who have had ROTC training
know as quickly as possible
thing wouldnt warm up
of the Kenyon plan and that Camp Announces Reductions
When it did come on the Gos- but have not earned their
we may secure beginning im
Mr W E Camp Treasurer pel Tabernacle from Salt commissions Special courses
stated that Lake City was droning relig for meteorologists who have
mediotely a flow of the right of the college
kind of high school graduates costs would be reduced cor- iously away to be suddenly had a required
amount of
to Kenyon
and second in- respondingly for the short- interrupted by a breathless mathematics and three years
Notable among announcement
The island of
creased scholarship funds to ened terms
reductions is the lower- Oahu is under enemy attack of college are eligible for aphelp finance
students upon these
pointment to advanced
whom there will be additional ing of the Commons fee from All Army Navy and Marine
120
to
Corps
140
personnel
are
courses at Northwestern
ordered
financial strain because of
to report to their respective Harvard or Massachusetts
the elimination of the summer
stations The attacking planes Institute o f Technology
vacation as an earning period
have tentatively been identi While these
and the necessity of paying Philo Nu Pi Kappa
appointees are in
fied as Japanese Please be
dimost as much in two years
college
they
are ineligible for
I
repeat
calm
real
this
the
is
and nine months
To Debate Post McCoy
as they
The island of Oahu is the draft and they receive
would have in four years
enemy attack
All commissions upon graduation
The Secretarv has volun
War Program under
Army
Navy and Marine
teered to assist to the limit of
Men who enlist in the navy
his ability in both directions
Next semester on Sunday Corps men and officers report under Class V- 7 will be allowHe will be
out contacting Feb 22 the Philomathesian to stations at once Then the ed to finish their college work
schools and prospective stu and Nu Pi Kappa literary so- tabernacle came back on
dents durine the next few cieties will revive the tradi- if you should die before your before entering the service
In this group volunteers are
This was it
weeks and will be urging tional Washington
birthday time
Staying overnight with us given training courses to prealumni and friends of the col- debates
Philo will assume
was a sailor from Michigan pare them
ege by every means at his the duties of the negative
for engineering and
disposal to contribute as lib- while Nu Pi will take over the Bert Ecklund from Hillsdale deck officerships at
the conCollege whom we hurriedly
erally as possible to student affirmative
clusion of this course being
a
awakened
little
worse
the
at Kenyon
The question has been stat
appointed as ensigns of rewear also After fumbling serve
Ivenyon
alumni may be ed as follows Assuming the for
for general
Apinto
his
uniform
surrounded plicants for V- service
proud of its administration United States wins the pres7
officers
by
an
admiring
throng
of
stu
and its familtv nnpp more in ent war resolved
that the
training must be in good
this emergency for the energy best interests of the people of dents he started with us on a health must
be American
dQ resourcefulness and in the United States requires gallop to Jenkins car and off citizens must be unmarried
we
roared
genuity with which the pres- that they join with the people
and agree to remain so until
The tree- lined streets still the
of
states
civilized
challenge
all
other
of
on
met
is being
completion of their course
et
a holiday hush except for
me fiUl
the World to establish World had
Candidates for naval aviation
a
tew
auto
scattered
racing
Government on a plan similar
commissions must have simiThe Rev Henry Lewis Rec- to the federation iow existing mobiles with horns going full lar qualifications
and take
Our
blast
first
intention
tor of St
parallel training
Andrews Church between the staes of the to stop at the Army- Navywas
Y
fin Arbor Michigan deliver United States of A merica
The new marine enlistment
MCA to let Bert catch a program
me sermon at Morning
Both societies will hold taxi
has not yet been anbut curiousity got the
ayer and the address at eliminations to choose the two
nounced but it is expected to
evensong on Sunday Jan 11 best debaters from each
Continued on page 4
be similar to that of the navy
i

j

at Bexley Hall has been appointed dean of the Seminary
President Gordon K Chalmers announced recently Dr
Roach who has been serving
as Acting Dean succeeds the

Very Reverend Charles Emory Byrer who reached the
retirement age in 1940
Dr Roach a native of
Cleveland was salutatarian of
his class at Yale in 1925 He
completed the three- year seminary course in two years
receiving his Bachelor of Divinity degree from Yale Divinity Schol in 1927 with the
citation summa cum laude
the highest possible honors
an award made to only two
other graduates in the history
of the school
Ordained to the priesthood
of the Episcopal church in the
Dr
Diocese of Connecticut
Roach served various congregations in New Haven and
Hartford In 1930 he was
called he was called to be professor of Hebrew and Old
Testament at Bexley Hall
During the period of his
service at Gambier he has
been in demand as a special
preacher serving in that capacity at Christ Church Cathedral Springfield Mass
for three summers 1932- 34
For the years 1935- 38 he took
on the added duties of ministerincharge
of Harcourt
Parish and Instructor in Bible
at Kenyon College
Dr Roach is the author of
a number of articles on Bibli

the War Department has infor
creased its demands
draftees and enlisted men
Kenyon College has already
begun to contribute its share
of men to the service Of
these the majority have taken advantage of the United
States Navys offer to college
students This offer named
V- 7 enables the student to remain in college as a member
of the Naval Reserve until
graduated He will then be
trained as an Ensign in The
United States Navy
The following men have enlisted in The Naval Reserve
West Wing John Lumbert
Jack Konopak
East Wing
VanVlissengen
and Lindsay
Jack Watts
South Leonard
Middle Leonard Ken Dalby
Paul Herrick and Jim Logan
Fred HenSouth Hanna
schel
Several men chose other
branches of the service Don
Perry North Hanna is training for the Army Air Corps
Alex Sharp is an officer in the
Marine Reserve and Bill Per-

ry North Hanna has obtained leave from the army in order to take his midsemester

exams
The second semester will
probably find several faces
familiar on the Hill missing
from school Among those
entering the service at midsemester are Bill Smeeth
Dink Afillpr

Torn

Hdeirigji

at numerous summer schools and Bob Easton
and clergy

conferences

these and related topics
is a member of Phi Beta

on
He

The Rt Rev Richard A
Kirchhoffer Bishop of Indiapa Society of Biblical Liter- napolis Indiana will be the
ature and Exegesis National preacher at Morning Prayer
Association of Biblical In- in the Church of the Holy
structors American Oriental Spirit on Sunday Jan 18 at
Society and is the Kenyon 1045 AM
representative on the board of There will be no service of
the American Schools of Or- Evensong on that and the foliental Research
lowing Sundays
Kap-

Beckers Boys Barricade
Buttresses With Bare Beams
Hungry students forgot the
inquietudes of their stomachs
as they entered the Great Hall

for their first post- vacation
meal The old hall had had
its face lifted during the vacation strewn about the hall
at regular intervals were
rough wooden pillars which
had been installed for no apparent reason other than to
hold up the roof The beams
of the ceiling were netted
with timbers to strengthen
the vertical columns The
dining tables had been taken
the at ease command and
hustled themselves into nooks D
which were untouched by the
new pillars
The immediate comments
of the student- body was an
emphatic why The Collegian
with great trouble has gathered the first reasons given
for the contractors night- E
mare taking place behind the
great strong walls of Commons
The reasons are given in
the order of their appearance
A

j

I

B

Perhaps the College fathers wished to impress
upon students that THIS

IS WARTIME From now
on young man you must
steel yourself for rough
living Panelled walls and
smooth celings are lux- F
uries you will have to
forego in your army
camp We are helping
you to adapt yourself to
rude living
Wooden timbers on the
dance floor is the best

way to imply to a Kenman that he will have no
spring dance OR per-

haps the faculty in
dreaming of its younger
days decided to throw a
surprise barn dance We
like to think the latter
motive is the true one
Or perhaps
Maintainance is just trying to get
itself into the limelight
again Theyve been in
the dumps ever since the
completion of the Speech
Building

It could be that the first

snow was crushing the
roof Snow is awfully
heavy So what if there
was only an inch of it
and stop that damned

snickering
Maybe the raging war
Eaters vs Waiters was
being waged on

a

new

front The Eaters put up
columns figuring that the
Waiters might not be
able to put those meals
in front of them and if
they were able to serve
they will at least get lost
several times enroute to
the table Terrible vengeance

Oh Oh

The Editor just
disclosed the REAL reason for the carpentering
We refer you with lowered heads and scarcely
a sound to the Presidents
letter on the Editorial
page
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the right to freely criticize governmental policies during the war

Student League
Formerly Nat Student Merger
Student League of America was
the name chosen yesterday for the
new single organization formed at
the Harvard convention of the National Student Merger groups
Headed by Homer Swander a junior at the University of Michigan
the united group includes chapters
and members of the groups formerly known as the Student Defenders of Democracy the Student
League for Progressive Action the
College Division of the Committee
to Defend America and Demcracys
Volunteers
The adoption of a constitution
and the election of officers and a
natinal executive committee closed
the three day convention Said
Swander in his closing remarks
We must remember that during
the present crisis we have a tremendous responsibility to our nation and to the people in the rest
of the world It is our duty to see
that we win the war and also win
the peace At the convention we
nave aeciaea wnat we snouia uo
and now well do it
The convention voted to send a
telegram to the president of the
student body at St Thomas in
Manilla saying As members of
the Student League of America we
send our deepest sympathy to the
students who have suffered in the
outrageous bombing of the University of Santa Thomas and we
pledge our every effort to insure
final and complete victory over the
forces of aggression
The convention opened
Saturday with speeches by Dr
Reinhold Neibuhr Lewis Mumford
and Dr Francis McMahon Sunday
and Monday were devoted to commission studies upon means for
student civilian action in winning
the war ad upon plans for demo-

last

war reconstruction
Among resolutions adopted by
the convention was a declaration
of intention in setting up defense
coucils on the college campuses to
work in close cooperation with the
cratic

post-

The
Office of Civilian Defense
convention recommended that students be mobilized for agriculture
and industrial activity specifically
working with the Volunteer Land
Corps which places youths on
farms in New York New Jersey
and New England
In another resolution the students pledged themselves to cooperate with the USO and urged
wage increases for the selectees
Creation of a world federation of
nations protected by an international police force wsa advocated
The convention criticized confusion and half- heartedness in
Washington and proposed the establishment of a civilian ministry
of supply with full power to order
purchase and allocate the output of

vital raw materials
The students passed resolutions
calling for mediation of all disputes
between labor and management
condemned anti- strike legislation
especially by the Smith bill along
with any legislation prohibiting
the extension of the closed shop
The students announced that
they favored the maintenance of

They placed

responsibility

upon

the press for maintaining freedom
for the people to know the facts
It is better to fight the victories
and defeats on the military and
home fronts together instead of
first being deceived and then disillusioned
Members of the executive committee of the new organization
which has a membership of 5000
college and high school students
from 145 universities and secondary schools are Roger Fisher of
Harvard vice- president Adam
Yarmolinsky Harvard Elizabeth
Parker Radcliffe Frederica Coerr
Swarthmore Joseph Margolin
Brooklyn College Louis Harris
University of North Carolina Andrew Howard Howard University
George Fischer University
of
Wisconsin Joseph Molkup University of Chicago Law School
North Burn University of Washington
Merrill
University of
Kansan Norman Birnbaum Townsend Harris High School of New

Northwestern High School of De
troit Robert Griggs Williams

Threshold
Dear Sir
Recently there came into my
hands a letter from the International Student Service asking me
to get in touch with students interested in contributing to THRESHOLD the new publication of the
ISS Though the matter is announced on the English Departments bulletin board doubtless
many more students will become
asquainted of the project if it is
noticed in the COLLEGIAN
THRESHOLD is a magazine advertising that it is devoted to the
presentation of the best writing
of students
and
Through the pages of THRESHOLD it is hoped that the following
purposes of the ISS will be fur1
to help students tothered
ward a fuller comprehension of the
origins and meanings of American
demorcacy 2 to encourage active
participation in the solution of the
problems of democracy 3 to promote closer cooperation between
faculty and students in the solution of these problems and other
problems concerning the American
campus 4 to develop international cooperation among students and
scholars 5 to succor the student
victims of oppression and disThe first issue contains
aster
articles and poems by students
from Harvard Bennington Sarah
Lawrence
Wisconsin
Antioch
etc under such titles as The UniUncle
versity as Big Business
PrinSam Courts the Colleges
ciples of Literary Criticism
Thats What You Think and
Jazz Review
Anyone interested please see me
or write directly to the International Student Service 8 West 40th
Street New York City

thinking

C M Coffin

Dept of English

COLLEGIAN
203 Tremont Ave
Orange N J

Eberle Statement
Captain Frederic Eberle riding
instructor at Kenyon College has
issued a statement which we consider as being very valuable to
every Kenyon man now that our
nation is at war Captain Eberle
has been connected with military
organizations on both sides of the
Atlantic for more than twenty
years and he advises every student
of Kenyon College
to cultivate
with utmost effort and sincerity
those qualities which make for a
good soldier in particular and for
a successful man in general
Rigorous self- discipline sense of
duty and joy of responsibility
keen observation through eyes and
ears courage initiative true comradeship and patriotism are characteristics of a good soldier
The officer or leader must in addition possess the faculty of making courageous quick and correct
decisions in extraordinary situations Every young man may prepare himself for this all- important
faculty by intelligent active and
regular participation in such
sports as football
basketball
fencing riding and polo for all
sports and doubtless many others
teach men to think and act quickly furthermore they will make
and keep us physically fit without
which quality there can be neither
happiness nor success

January 5 1941
Editor The Kenyon Collegian

Gambier Ohio
Dear Sir
Your leading editorial in the
Collegian for December 12 is undeniably one which should deeply
impress every undergraduate and
alumnus of the Hill who has the
privilege of reading it Coming on
the heels chronologically of Pearl
Harbor when lesser folk might be
swayed by those jingoistic sentiments and impulses which used to
be known as patriotism it inspires
nothing short of amazement that
at least one collegiate body has the
intellectual penetration to see that
the right thing to do is to do nothing It reveals a perspicacity that
is more than collegian
it is
Coolidgian
Can you imagine anything more
ill- timed senational
foolhardy and
generally undignified than the
harum- scarum exodus which took
place at Kenyon in the Spring of
1917
Of course you were not
there but I know you have been
bored many times by the tale of
how half of the student body were
in uniform by the middle of May
Such an action is not consistent
with a more reasoning age it completely ignores those deeper responsibilities
of maintaining a
democratic government and other
greatpeace time problems which
appear to be definitely a Kenyon
responsibility
Japan strangely enough has the
same idea It exempts from milito
tary service those mentally superior young men who wish to go to
college leaving the fighting to be
done by the tillers of the soil the
wielders of the hammer and others
January 6 1942 less fortunately endowed What
have these sons of the Son of
To the Editor of the Collegian
Heaven got that we havent got
Knowing that your readers will
Some uncontrollable extroverts
be interested I send you the folfrom a few colleges like N Y U
lowing report from Mr Becker Clemson Colorado Yale Rice
Minnesota
Michigan
about the work on the repairs of Upsala
ivLontclair
Teachers
and
the Peirce Hall roof We are all 500 others due no doubt toabouTT
lowvery much in debt to him for his academic standards and consediscovery of the trouble
quent retarded mental developSometime ago I discovered that ment have already indulged in
form of exhibitionism which
the ceiling of the main dining that
is only satisfied by wearing a uniroom of Peirce Hall was leaking form They mean well of course
above most of the pilasters Also but some of them are likely to
that several pilasters had shown hazard their chances of helping
small cracks Later this summer I settle the problems of Peace In
decided to remove several slate fact it is quite probable that some
from the roof around one of these of them have already involuntaripilasters and found that the copper ly and I am afraid permanently
flashing had been moving slightly abandoned that thought along
After with others
from its original location
Some carping alumni will disclose inspection and the replacement of the slate I recommended to agree and criticise your stand
you that we have an engineering dont pay any attention to them
firm check the building to deter- A few are just sore because their
mine the actual conditions sur- sons joined the Army or the Navy
and the others are simply incaprounding this building
Whereupon the firm of Charles able of grasping the higher patBacon Rowley and Associates of riotism of your position I feel sure
Cleveland was called in and after that you can dig up the well- turned
necessary to send them
their investigation it was decided phrases
smarting
that some structural steel members little officesback to their grubby
be installed across the width of the
Consider the case of Edwin M
room at the top of the walls to
Stanton
If he had gone rushing
stop further movement
In the
off
to
fight
Indians instead of stickwas
opinion
it
meantime in their
to
ing
his
curriculum Kenyon
decided that temporary braces be
one less Prominent
would
have
had
installed as an additional precaution These are the timbers and Personage on her alumni list and
Lincoln might have had a differtie- rods which I have just completed the installation of Their ent Secretary of War Who knows
but what this passive resistance
engineer and myself are now posito
the urge to enlist may enable
furtive that there can not be any
present student body to dethe
ther movement until the permanvelop
another great uniformless
ent braces are installed
leader Like Lindbergh
for inThe final engineering and archistance
tectural drawings are being made
Very truly yours
and upon completion a contract
Henry S Downe 1920
will be awarded and the necessary
steel lumber and other materials
January 2 1942
can be purchased so that the final
work can be started Upon comMr John Allan Goldsmith
pletion of this work the room will EditorinCh- ief
be as attractive as formerly if not Kenyon Collegian
more so as this will give us an Kenyon College
opporunity to redecorate the Gambier Ohio
plaster surfaces and thoroughly Dear Mr Goldsmith
clean down all of the woodwork It
As an old reporter for the Colhas not been necessary to do much legian and as a former student
of this work since the building was of Kenyon College I want to combuilt
pliment you on the job you have
Fortunately the maintenance done with the Collegian this year
reserves for this building are large
Without any question it is the
and I hope that they will accombest Collegian that has been put
modate all of this expense
out since 1915
Sincerely yours
Yours sincerely
G W Freeman
Gordon K Chalmers

Letters
the Editor

o

January

9

1945

Kenyon Collegian
Gambier
Dear Sir
o a

uuuijucl

1UI

cue

WilOlt

institution and especially for

the

swimming team and the others
who accomoanied them to
Lauderdale I hope that you will
nna space to print the letter
Mr Imel and all those who hav
helped him work out the annua
winter visit to Fort Lauderdalt
have certainly done the College a
great service
Yours sincerely
Gordon K Chalmers
On Board th
AMPHITRITE

at
Fort Lauderdalt
Florida

January

3

1942

Doctor Gordon K Chalmers Pres
Kenyon College
Gambier Ohio
Dear Doctor Chalmers
The 1941 Swimming Forum is
now a thing of the past and all of
tne participants therein have now
left and we sincerely hope that al
reach their various destinations
safely
The writer believes that you will
be interested in hearing of the very
fine conduct and deportment of the
entire Kenyon contingent They
are really outstanding and this applies not alone to their 1941 visit
butu very definitely to the Kenyor
boys at each meet that they have
attended
It makes the writer very proud
to be an Ohioan and to have the
privilege of making this report on
one of its outstanding institutions
Respectfully
Signed H G Bulkley

For Amphitrite Hotel

Alumni Notice
The Personal Procedures Seof the War Department and
Bureau of Navigation of the Navy
Department provides an opportunity for the Colleges to supply
TOTTfration to classification and
commanding officers on the special
qualifications of graduates anc
former students who are eligible
under the draft or who may be
enlisted in the Army or Navy
Forms have been furnished anc
will be filled out and supplied tc
any alumnus who will write the
ction

in-

Deans Office for them Men who
are entering the service will find
this assistance of great value it
getting into the military field for
which they are best qualified and
in which their military or naval
training may augment rather thar
interrupt work in their chosen
field

Rooking at the Record
by DOUGLAS

WHITNEY

Federal Feature Syndicate

BENNY GOODMAN
I Got Ii
Bad
Pound Ridge Colum
bia
I GOT IT BAD must be good I
was written by Duke Ellington ar
ranged by Eddie Sauter and played
by Benny Goodman and his orchestra The medium- paced tune glides
in a fascinating groove with an ex
ceptional grouping of the reeds
and brass The vocal by Pegg
Lee is facile Companion platter
POUND RIDGE is authored by
Bennys clarinet i
Goodman
really mellow and Cootie Williams
hot trumpet goes to town
Popocatepel
Columbia
With nary a slip of the tongue
Kay Kyser brings forth POPO
a sparkling waltz
CATEPEL
grand for easy dancing and featur
ing a top- notch vocal by Harr
Babbitt The musical mood is ex
tremely pleasant and Lyman Gandees piano work is outstanding
The other side of the platter
old Louisiana lullaby which con
tains a dashing series of novel effects and a swell chorus by Babbitt The number exudes Kyser5
easy going personality
KAY

ByU-

KYSER
By0

I
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Gain

Lords

21 Victory Over Case

54-

Swimmers Keep Undefeated Standing

SWIMMING TEAMS
CHANCES LESSENED
BY LOSS OF SMEETH
Captain May Join
Army In February

Co-

Have
May

Won Fourteen Meets
Have Champion Team

Saturday Jan 10 the
Kenyon College
submerged Case
mermen
54school of Applied Science
Pool
before
1 in the Shaffer
Opacity audience of enthusinatastic students The Lord
meet
with
the
entered
ators
behind
13 straight victories
Their impressive win
tnem
brought
over the Scientists
to
their undefeated string up
On

undefeated

14

meets

The
n in
were

strong
Lords

Case natators unbeatetwo previous starts
expected to provide

opposition

for

the

The ease with which
the victory was won gives rise
may
to a belief that Kenyon
again have a champion swimming team
The opening event the 300

relay was easily
Knopf Fred HensCarl Fuller in
Smeeth and Ken
Kingery rompted in with first
and second in the 220 yd freesJohn Tyler Coach
tyle
Chuck Imels only entry in the
freestyle won by a
50 yd
dahalf
in 258 secNed Brouse captured
onds
the diving with ease The next
event produced one of the finby a Kenest performances
yon swimmer in recent years
when Bill Blacka junior freestyler set a new Shaffer Pool
record of 554 seconds for the
The old
100 yd freestyle
record of 555 seconds was
held by Henry Sebach of KenThe record had stood
yon
medley
by Ken
chel and
3248 Bill

yd
won

yardan-

Masten brook
IFe decision after a
grueling race with Kenyons
Ken Knopf
Less than a yard
separated the two boys at the
finish Fred Henschel butterflied the full eight laps of the
200 yd breastroke to win going away in 2473 The 440
yd freestyle produced a mild
surprise when Don May and
Bob Kuehn churned to first
and second places respectively The meet ended when the
Kenyon 400 yd freestyle relay won by a lap in 4050
gained

Four To Go
The power which the Lords
showed in this meet indicates
that the Ohio
Conference
teams cannot compare in allaround strength to the aggregation that Coach Imel has
Put together
The Lords have
four dual meets to go before
Participating in
erence

meet

the Ohio

Conf-

Three of the
meets are at home and one is
away
After the Conference
meet here on March 6- 7
the
season will end when
the

Back From Florida

Enjoy Dinner Dog
Lords compete in the first
Mid- West Intercollegiate meet
Races Jai Alai
at Michigan State on March
13- 14
although a few boys Kenyons delegation to the
may make the trip to the na- National Aquatic Ftorum at
tionals at Harvard Univer- Ft Lauderdale Florida has
sity
returned to the icy blasts of
Summary
Northern winter Thirty- six
300 yd Medley Relay Won by members of the student body
Kenyon Knopf Henschel Ful- and faculty soaked up the
MastenCase
second
ler
ultra- violet rays for two
brook Kemper Poffenberger
Time 3248
weeks and did a large amount
220 yd Freestyle Won by Smeeth of nothing
second
Kingery K
K
Although most colleges and
C
Time
third Richmond
universities were represented
2305
Won by Tyler by swimming teams Kenyon
50 yd Freestyle
K
third brought along a basketball
second Keidel C
Erdmann C Time 258
team m addition
Facilities
K
Won by Brouse
Diving
not the
were
basketball
for
FurC
third
second Kamuf

fans
Kenyon swimming
were jolted last week when
it was learned that the team
may be without the services
of Co- Captain Bill Smeeth at
the end of the first semester
There is more than a fiftyfifty chance that Bill will be
inducted into the army in
February which if true will
greatly darken the hopes of
the local natators
For the last three years Bill
has been one of Kenyons top
notch dash men and was
counted on heavily for points
in the Ohio Conference Meet
which is to be held here in
March Last year Bill placed
second in the fifty yard free
style and was on the winning
free style relay in this meet
If as is expected Bill is inducted it will leave the conference wide- open with Oberlin having a more than an outside chance to defeat Kenyon
Last year you will remember
Oberlin placed second to Kenyon in the Conference and
this year they are again ranked as the number one contender for Kenyons crown

best but the team had plenty
of track practice and three
second
games The first game with
Erdmann C
University of Miami endthe
pool record
a one point margin
ed
with
Won by
150 yd
Backstroke
C
second Knopf for Miami Since only four of
Mastenbrook
C
regulars were
Poffenberger
Time the Kenyon
K
2000
present the captain of the
Won by 1939 University of Michigan
200 yd Breaststroke
K
second Kemper
Henschel
C
Time basketball team lent his able KENYON DEFEATS
third Keidel C
assistance In the two ad2473
440 yd Freestyle
Won by May ditional games with Marshall
BLUFFTON 47- 31
K
second Kuehn K third College and Miami
High
Richmond C Time 5560
A spotty Kenyon basketball
School Myron Monck played
400 yd Freestyle Relay Won by the fifth position
team downed an even spottier
rer

C

100 yd
K

Won by Blacka
Lewis K
third
Time 554 new

Freestyle

Brouse Fuller Lewis
second Case Mlynko
Keidel
Erdmann
Trudeau
Time 4050
Kenyon
Smeeth

Swimmers Win

By 47- 26 Score
Kenyons natators defeated
since 1938
Cases only first place of the Bowling Green State UniverThe
afternoon was won by John sity yesterday 47- 26
Mastenbrook in the 150 yd Lords captured seven out of
backstroke

Bronzed Students

nine events a disqualification
in the freestyle relay preventing them from scoring 55
points
Summary

Medley Relay
won by
Kenyon Knopf Henschel FulBowling
ler second
Green
Time 3260
220 yd Freestyle won by Blacka
K
K
second
Kingery
third Glenn BG Time 2335
50 yd Freestyle won by Tyler
K
K
second
Smeeth
third Holzaepfel BG
Time
300 yd

252

Diving
won by Brouse
K
second Holzaepfel BG
100 yd Freestyle won by Lewis
K second Glenn BG
third
BG
Gorky
Time 1018
150 yd Backstroke won by Stark
BG
K
Knopf
second
Time 1526
200 yd Breaststroke
won by
K
HardHenschel
second
man BG
third Rodebaugh
BG
Time 247
440 yd Freestyle won by Kuehn
K
second May K
third
Time 601
North BG
400 yd Freestyle Relay
won by
Bowling Green Bellard Gorky
Stark Holzaepfel Time 4036
Final score Kenyon 47 Bowling
Green 26

The ALCOVE
MOUNT VERNON

Soda Grill
Candy Shop
Kenyon Students Always Welcome

Restaurant

This Friendly Store
Has Anticipated
All Your Needs
Fot A Pleasant Semester

Meet on Bluffton outfit Wednesday
a
brought large num- night 47- 31 on the Bluffton
ber of the best swimmers in floor This marks the third
the country to Ft Lauder- win against two losses for the
dale Imel held daily work Imel- coached Lords
Tom Smith dropped 11
outs fjor the Kenyon squad
and entered all of the men in points through the basket to
the East- West Meet The lead both teams before he
Montigney twins distinguish- went out on personals
ed themselves by being mem- Neither team was clicking
bers of winning free style with its shots which kept the
and backstroke relay teams winning score below 50
Fuller and May fought their
After leading 18- 10 at the
wav to last olace titles in the o i f f ii t otI
50 and 440 free style races little in the second period to
respectively Chuck Imel and gain a lead which was never
Dick Padenguth of Purdue overcome
were the coaches for the West
KENYON
47
G
T
F
Team
Lynch
3
3
9
The Kenyon faculty and Anderson
3
3
9
4
3
11
students found great delight Smith
2
2
6
in watching dogs chase arti- Berno
3
2
8
ficial rabbits and in scientific Shaw
Jenkins
0
0
0
ally studying the abilities of R Taylor
0
0
0
Derham
0
0
0
jai Alai players Henschel Logan
0
0
0
and Murry learned the sig- D Taylor
2
nificance of the saying Here Davis
2
comes the bunny there goes
BLUFFTON
31
G
T
F
your money
Generator Heiks
3
7
l
failed to show in the fifth Dr Log- anbill
2
4
8
Jay Blum economic wizard Thirtt
2
2
2
6
tried to apply the law of sup- Ramseyer
3
ply and demand to the game Graham
wenger
0
1
1
of Jai Alai The result found uaauiovich
0
0
0
a bookie making the demands
and Dr Blum providing a
dwindling supply
Scott Furniture Co
The

East- West

Dec 29

ikdL

Vi

10
10
10

Went To Dinner
On Christmas

night four-

teen picked Kenyon men
climbed on and in Coach
Imels station wagon and
drove to the exclusive Hilsborough Club at Pompano
Flrida After an enjoyable
dinner the boys entertained a
large number of large debutantes who were vacationing
at the club
Chuck Imel was given the
use of a yacht while the
Forum was in session Most
of the Kenyon crowd had a
chance to try some deep sea
fiishing Imel narrowly escaped drowning when he
speared a large shark which
happened to be swimming by
ine snanc started tor the
bottom and Imel almost forgot to let go of the spear

is
I

N CO

SUCCESSOR TO

OOWDS- RUDIN CO

MOUNT

VERNON

OHIO

BERNLOHRS SQUAD BOASTS THREE
WINS SIX- FOOT PLAYERS
An undefeated Capital University quintet invades Rosse
Hall January 17 to battle Kenyons Lords and attempt to exThe
tend their winning streak to four straight games with
history
in
their
teams
Lutherns boast one of the tallest
nine men of the squad ot X l ranging six ieet or uvtu
Coach Bill Bernlohrs tallest
man is lanky Bob Geist who
CANDID COMMENTS
towers six feet four inches
Jack
a
junior
Bob Kalish
by Logan
Mueller and Ross Hamilton
both sophomores stand six
Since this column last apfeet three inches Two other peared on this page a great
sophomores Herb Shuder and many changes nave Deen
Deke Eberle add six feet two made m the schedule or tne
inchest to the height of the college and the form of the
smmrl while Paul Lemke a
curriculum It is inevitable
senior Buck Walters and Jim that the program of sports at
Carlisle sophomores are tne Kenyon must be affected to
mids- ets of the squad stand
some degree by these changes
ing only six feet one inch
It is impossible at this time
Jim Carlisle to estimate with any hope of
Bob Kalish
and Geist are the three play- accuracy just exactly what
ers the Lords must stop as these changes in the sports
that combination tallied 49 program will be or to what
points in Capitals 85- 39 tri- extent these changes will vary
umph over Ashland college from the status quo But we
last week
think probably that the varsports scheduled for this
sity
Have Height Advantage spring
will be cut down in a
Coach Imel indicated re- noticeable degree and that
cently The Capital boys are intramural sports will be innlentv tousrh Just look at creased
Athletic Director
their record they havent lost Rudy Kutler says that the
a game yea While our team college will continue on the
isnt short by any means the same program as has been set
Columbus boys will have a for the present and that no
height advantage on us at al- changes will be made until the
most every position
time comes This means that
Our team has had a ment- nothing definite is known but
al lapse lately but I hope they we feel that there will be a
revolution i n
will pull out of it for this temporary
eame Barrine unforseen ac sports in the near future At
cidents we should be at full a meeting of college bigwigs
strength We intend to knock held in the East recently it
Capital out of the list of un- was the general consensus
defeated Ohio college teams that varsity sports should be
reduced to a minimum and
Imel concluded
that they be replaced partly
by a more inclusive intramural program augmented by
Course on Asia
physical exercise of a type
Tn Bp Affiled that will build up the muscles
of the body This means hard
The Faculty has voted a physical
new course for the second emplified labor such as is exby the pick and
semester to be given by the shovel
Rev Lawrence Rose visiting
professor at Bexley Hall who
The basketball team has
has spent the last six years now
working and teaching in Ja- two a record of two won and
lost Both losses were to
pan The course will be on
Heidelberg
wins were
Asia
and within the out- over Bluffton The
and
Denison
line framework of an histor- The
Heidelberg game was
ical survey of moden China
characterized mainly by a
and Japan an understanding lack
of fieht on the nart nf
will be sought of the social
the
Lords
and a weakness in
economic religious and politHeidelberg
passing
has a
ical conditions of Asia
Continued on page
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Everything for the
128 S Main St

Home
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THATS THE WORD
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PEPSI- COLA i made only b
Pepsi- Colt Company
Lonj Island Cii

AI

V

Pepsi Cola Bottling Co
MT VERNON

OHIO

your last chance to pay
your bill at
THE COLLEGE SHOP
NOT PAID

fed M

Mt Vernon O

After Dinner Tonight
THE R U D

Lords Face Unbeaten
Capital Five Tomorrow

NO GRADE

BEER
Satisfying her
it vc
real body
zest- full of sparkle
Berghoff
Beer is going to make a friend of you the
first
time you get acquainted with its genuine oldtime goodness And theres no better
time to
start than today In bottles in cans or on
draught Berghoff satisfies
BERGHOFF BREWING CORPORATION
FORT WAYNE

INDIANA
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GRADS

HERE AND THERE ON THE CAMPUS

RELATE

PEARL

HARBOR

Continued from page

BOMBING

1

better of us Bill asked
Wouldnt it save time if we a bomb or open bomb- bay
Phi Kappa Sigma announced early this week that there drove you out to the harbor
doors I stared fascinated
would be a ten- cent service charge on all long distance calls Yeah So we joined the still thinking Oh boy here we
made on the Thi Kap phone by outsiders
picturing a string of
This action has thin but rapidly thickening go
cut o a minimum the use of their phone for this purpose It stream of racing automobiles bombs straight down the
has also brought forth an edictf rom Delta Tau Delta From taxis and busses headed road
However it glided
this point on the Delts have promised to charge Walt Elder through the narrow crooked slowly clear and distinct at a
a 15 cent admission fee whenever there are females in their streets toward Pearl Harbor slight angle over the trees to
division
The strange part of it was the right and behind us A
that fast as the crowd was moment later there was a
The Committee on Motion Pictures announces that they going they all stopped for sound like a giant clapping
have just completed a super paint job on the movie screen traffic lights or the cops who two monstrous
boards towith the hope that the schoolwill enjoy the increased facility magically appeared at every gether and we spun to see the
i

of visibility

Delts may be found any
evening now gathered in the
Executive Suite testing the
laws of probability
Views differ but the tests
seem to be nothing but plain
ordinary African dominoes
And as long as the subject
has been brought up heres
another item The Beta Casino states that it is functioning nightly on a business
basis and invites cusutomers
to drop in at any time It
might be added that the Casino pays off to some but ends
in trimming most

John Ake ex 44 has departed from the Hill and is
now enrolled at the Pennsylvania Military Academy He
has made this change with a
view toward receiving a commission in the army upon his
enlistment
Bill Wakeman asserts that
Buzz Seeburg purposely placed a live crab in the formers
bed and bemoans the fact that
since then the reults have
been devastating
Bill Graham ex 42 and
Delta alumnus visited that
division over the last weekend Bill is now working for
General Motors in their Parade of Progress
Bill Cuthbert ex 42 was
married in New York during
the early part of the Christ
mas vacation Among those
attending the ceremony were
Dr Gordon K Chalmers Dick
Sheperd 41 John Goldsmith
Jim Logan Benn Corwin
Paul Herrick Cubie Chamberlain and Bill Lane

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

GEM LAUNDRY
7 N

MAIN

STREET

Phone 195

College Barber

Shop
GAMBIER

Ray S Titus

Five Students To Vie

For Oratorical Prize
The auditorium
Speech Building will
debut in formal
speaking
Sunday

student

evening

January 18 at 800 pm
when the fourth annual Prize

Oratorical Contest will be
held there Five Kenyon students two juniors a sophomore and two freshmen will
compete for the prizes of 25
15 and 10
The subject chosen by the
entrants all show a close correlation to the events of the
day
Sam Fitzsimmons and
Carl Djerassi the two junior
orators will both talk on subjects intimately concerned
with the present war The
former will discuss the position of the conscientious objector and the latter who
spent most of his life in
will weigh the posEurope
sibilities of German or Allied
victory Gilbert Collyer a
sophomore will examine the
grounds for a faith in democracy The freshman speakers
are Donald Hoffman and John
A Lewis Hoffman will oppose the closed shop in labor
policy and Lewis title is A
Goodly Heritage
CANDID

COMMENTS

Continued from Page

The swimmers seem to have
learned a lot in Florida from
the easy fashion in which
they splashed to victory over
Case Bill Blacka exhibited
some of the form he had last
year when he broke the pool
record in the fifty that had
been set in 1938 You can be
sure that when the Lord
swimmers lose a meet it is not
the fault of Coach Imel He
has the places and points figured ahead of time so closely
that he can nearly tell you the
final score before the meet has
begun

with lunch
THE SIX

BOTTLE CARTON

Plus deposit
o-

i

B K L

Boost Kenyon s Library

Oberlin 405000 Denison 140000 Wooster
88000 Kenyon 46000
Figures represent number of books in four
Ohio College Libraries

The

J

3

ly accurate on their shots but
should Kenyon overcome its
two major faults the Lords
should win many more games
this year Capital plays the
Lords in Rosse Hall tomorrow
night The Lutherans have
had great success this year
but we believe that the Bexley
basketeers are due for a deCapital defeat tomorrow
feated Denison by about the
same number of points as the
Lords did In any event we
predict a close game one
worth seeing

so Refreshing
BUY

the

of

enjoy its

S R1NGWALT Co

Is proud to have served Kenyon for 72 years
May we serve you

People Hawai
intersection
ians Japanese
Philippinos
and whites many in pajamas
lined the streets staring to
ward the sky Above the noise
of the horns we could hear the
pop- pop
of the anti- craft
guns By this time we had
managed to get the top down
in order to get a full
view of the sky just in time
to see two small red planes
tear across the sky in a big
arc about 1500 feet up They
disappeared over the city and
the heads of all the people on
the street swiveled with the
planes as if each chin was a
magnet pointing at them
We weaved our way bumping racing jerking through
the liquid stream of racing
noisy cars until we swung off
into the straight broad Dillingham boulevard leading to
the harbor Now the view
was clearer As we sailed past
the Dole pineapple water
tower we could see a big horizontal funnel of black smoke
blowing out to sea from somewhere in the vicinity of Pearl
Harbor about four miles a
head Above this the white
clouds silhouetted an occassional tiny plane plunging
like a mosquito straight down
toward the smoke all around
the white clouds were small
black pock marks of AA
aimed at a tiny tight cluster
of red mosquito- like glittering planes heading very high
over the harbor toward the
cover of the clouds hanging
ver the green mountains to

the right
As we whizzed past the
regular row of palm trees and
the white cement bridge over

the salt marsh the three
lanes of traffic slowed to a
standstill There we sat for
four or five minutes horns
honking futilely in the hot
the
sunlight staring at
smoke the cluster of black
bursts on the clouds It wasnt real
We werent scared
because in spite of the visual
proof ahead of us we were
inured to this sort of thing by
constant practice like the boy
who cried Wolf once too
often The sky was empty of
planes now Where were the
swarms of Army planes As
if in answer a majestic Army
bomber cruised slowly very
low overhead
toward the
harbor The we jerked ahead
a little as the lines moved
slowly forward Long sleek
Plymouth
new Chryslers
used as taxis in Honolulu
crammed with sailors straining foreward craning out the
windows crawled past or
slowly slid behind honking
impatiently Very little good
we were doing here
We crawled up to a road
leading off to the right and
swung off into it stopping to
let Bert out to climb into a
taxi with several other sailors
I shouted Good Luck
and
thats the last we saw of him
This new road headed toward
the mountains with one slow
lane moving in that direction
the other slow lane headed toward the harbor off to our
left The crew of an open
Army truck with a machine
gun pointed toward the sky
merely glanced blankly at us
like football players about to
enter a game as we yelled
Good Luck while crawling
past A moment later as I
turned to look ahead my heart
banged into my tonsils
There cruising slowly out
of the clouds about 500 feet
above the road came a low
winged red and white plane
the Rising Sun distinct on the
wing tips a cancer- like bulk
hanging from its belly either

black cloud of an antiair- craft
burst about 500 feet in
the air on the other side of
the road a little too short
Then looking back we saw six
bigger silver planes streaking
low over Dillingham Boule-

vard toward Pearl Harbor

dipping and weaving like
swallows returning to roost
until we lost them behind the
trees As we turned down
King Street to head back toward the city someone lit a
string of firecrackers and I
jumped a foot
We drove past the nearly
deserted waterfront by Aloha
Tower and down through the
quiet Waikiki district to the
candy pink bulk of the Royal
Hawaiian
Hotel
credit
Time which had a good report too received our Red
Cross arm bands and hurriedly set up for business
We
were completely ready and
itching for action at ten
oclock people came in to
volunteer for service but no
one who was hurt bothered to
show up so we bumbled around waiting We received
our First Aid blacked out our
windows and settled down for
the duration
We had dinner that night
cn the lanai porch or veranda of the Royal overlooking a fading flame sunset and
a quiet dusky blue sea amused by the flitting blue flashlights of the waiters and a
flickering red neon sign near
Diamond Head which someone soon shot out To bed in
a 1600 room free to lie

Lord Hoopsters Lose To Student
Princes 52- 43 As Jinx Persist
at 33- 29 but only for a f
seconds as Heidelberg quici
ly rang up two goals from tt
floor to put the damper
Kenyons hopes Russ Ly
and Tom Smith were t
principal factors in the Lo
comeback
in fact t
sparked the team along wit
captain Anderson throu b
uul uie game J- rutung on
second sensational rally la
in the game the home te
drew up to within three pel
ot tne visitors as the scoi
board read 40- 37 But thJ
went out tne window too
ieiaeiterg plopped in tit
goals for every one the Purr
and White five sank so tt
final count was 52- 43

Heidelberg Gains
Lead Early
The old Black Jinx from
down Tiffin way dogged the
Lord Quintet last Saturday
night in Rosse Hall In a wild
and woolly contest the Student Princes overcame the
home forces by a 52- 43 count
After the middle of the first
period Kenyon was unable
to catch up with the fastmoving black- jerseyed five
Several times they pulled
up to within a few points
of the victors
only to
muff their chances and have
the visitors load the hoop a
couple of times and stay in
front by a comfortable margin
Captain Rupe Anderson
drew first blood for Kenyon
when he tapped in the rebound from Jack Bernos foul
shot attempt And a few minutes later Andy sunk another
on a beautiful effort
Play
during the first half was rather even despite the fact that
Heidelberg led at the gun by
a 27- 18 score
The first part of the second half saw the Lords put
on a real display of marksmanship as they rallied to
climb to within four points of
the visitors The score stood

4-

1

T

Smith Scores

HEIDELBERG

PUTS MORE

KENYON 43
Lynch f
Anderson f
Smith c
Berno g

I

F

52

Spreadbry f
Homeman f
Haglaw c
Potter g
kitten
Harman g
There is Sunday Dec 7 for Henning g
you from Honolulu Our only Bockle g

I

1

Tom Smith with 14 poin
including 5 field goals Rd
L- yncn and
Rupe Anders
with 8 points each were ti
nigh point men for Kenyc
The Student Princes boast
a 12 point man in Ed Hezk
who tossed in 5 goals from tt
naor The stocky Harmo
whom the Kenyon fans w
remember as a powerful liu
man in the Heidelberg elevt
last fall was right behir
with 11 points His 5 fo
goals were instrumental
keeping the visitors in fro
when the going got tough

quivering occasionally when
a door banged like a bomb or
a truck rumbled by like a
bomber
finally falling to
sleep as soundly as the C
O

complaint is that martial law
clamped down on all liquor
trust the Japs to come on
Sunday when the bars were
closed
Since the bars and
all liquor establishments are
closed there mil be no further meetings of the Kenvon
Alumni AssnrinHnn nf tVia
Pacific until further notice

J

Durham g
Logan g
Davis f
D Taylor c
R Taylor g
fSnaw g
Jenkins g
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